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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a minimizing matrix for the permanent over the face of a,, determined 
by a fully indecomposable matrix. It is shown that A is fully indecomposable and 
positive elements of A have permanental minors equal to per(A). Furthermore a zero 
entry of A has its permanental minor greater than or equal to per(A), provided that 
same element of the face has its corresponding entry positive. For 2 <n < 9 the 
minimum value of the permanent of a nearly decomposable A EO, is l/2”-‘. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known conjecture of van der Waerden asserts that in Q,,, the set 
of doubly stochastic n X n matrices, the permanent function takes its mini- 
mum value at J,, the matrix all of whose entries are l/n. One approach to 
resolving the conjecture might be to investigate the permanent function on 
faces of 3,. In general a face can be specified by requiring a set of entries of 
the matrix to be zero. Certain faces of 3, are already known not to contain 
minimizing matrices for the permanent function. For example, the perma- 
nent does not attain its minimum over Q2, on a face which is partly 
decomposable [9], or a face where all the zero entries are in one row [9] or 
two rows [3]. Here we show that for 3 Q n S 9 the minimizing matrix cannot 
be nearly decomposable. In fact, for 2 <n < 9 the minimum value of the 
permanent of an n X rt nearly decomposable doubly stochastic matrix is 
l/2”_‘. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
If an n-square nonnegative matrix A contains an s X (n - s) zero sub- 
matrix for some integer s, 1 <s <n - 1, then A is said to be partly decompos- 
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able; otherwise, fully ~nd~c~pos~b~~. A = (a,?) is nearly ~c~~~ab~ if A is 
fully indecomposable and A - ujiJ?$ is partly decomposable for every positive 
aii [here Eii denotes the n-square matrix with 1 in the (i, j) position and zeros 
elsewhere]. If column k of A contains exactly two nonzero entries, say in 
rows i and j, then the (n - I)-square matrix C(A) obtained from A by 
replacing row i with the sum of rows i and j and deleting row i and column k 
is called a c~tr~ti~ of A. If A has a row with exactly two nonzero entries, 
then C(AT)r is also a contraction of A. A(i] i) denotes the submatrix A 
obtained by striking out the ith row and jth column of A. P,, denotes the full 
cycle permutation matrix with l’s in entries (1,2),(2,3), . . . , (n - 1, n),(n, 1). If 
A = (a,J E S12,, the face of a,, determined by A is 
A= ($) denotes an element of F(A) for which per(~)=min,~~)per(X). The 
bigraph G(A) f o an n X n nonnegative matrix A = ( aif) is the bipartite graph 
G(A) = (V, W), where V(W) has n vertices corresponding to the rows 
(columns) of A. Vertices i and i are joined by an edge if and only if air > 0. 
An edge of a graph G is a e-edge if both end vertices have degree 2. A vertex 
of G is divalent if it has degree 2. 
A connected graph is eIernentuy if the union of its l-factors forms a 
connected subgraph. A graph G is minimal elementary bipartite if G is 
elementary bipartite and for every edge x, G - x is not elementary. G’ 
denotes the subgraph of G obtained by deleting all the &edges; c denotes 
the number of components of G’. 
The following results will be used. If A is fully indecomposable, so is 
C(A) [l, Lemma 3.21. Contraction of A corresponds to the following graphi- 
cal operation. Suppose k E G(A) is divalent so that k is joined to vertices i 
and i. The vertex k is deleted and vertices i and i are identified to create a 
new vertex i’. Any resulting multiple edges are collapsed to a single edge. 
Suppose A is a nearly decomposable n X n matrix. The number of 
positive entries in A is at least 2n and at most 3n -3 [lo, Theorem 2; 12, 
Theorem 2.2; 2, Theorem 3.31. The upper bound implies that A has at least 
three rows (columns) with exactly two positive entries, so that A is contract- 
ible at least once. If i and j each have degree greater than 2, then C(A) is a 
nearly decomposable matrix [ 12, Theorem 4.91. If n > 2, then A has no 2 x 2 
submatrix with positive entries 14, Corollary 2; 10, Theorem 11. Equivalently, 
the bigraph of A has no 4-cycle [8, Theorem 41. 
According to lovasz and Plummer [8] a theorem of Hetyei [‘iJ shows that 
(1) a bipartite graph G with color classes V and W is elementary if and 
only if G is connected and every edge of G lies in some l-factor of G; 
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Thus, bigraphs of fully indecomposable matrices are in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with elementary bipartite graphs. Moreover, bigraphs of nearly de- 
composable matrices correspond to minimal elementary bipartite graphs. If 
G is minimal elementary bipartite, then G’ is a forest, but not a tree [8, 
Corollary 5.21. 
3. RESULTS 
If A = (uii) is a minimizing matrix for the permanent over a,, then A is 
fully indecomposable, per(A(i] j)) =per(A) for uii >0 [9], and per(A(i] i)) > 
per(A) for uii = 0 [6, 111. The following is a generalization of this result. 
LEMMA 1. Let A ~0, be fully indecom~osable. Then x is fully inde- 
comp_osubk, t$ >O_implies per(x(i) j)) =per(A), and Zii =0 and uii >0 imply 
per(A(ili)) > per(A). 
Proof. A result of M. B. Hedrick [5] h s ows - that per(x(i] i)) =per(x) for 
Zii >O. Suppose that A is partly decomposable. Then there exist permutation 
matrices R and Q such that 
where each Bj is fully indecomposable. If row i meets Bq and column j meets 
B,, call Bq the “row block” of (i, j) and B, the “column block.” Since A is 
fully indecomposable, there exists a sequence (il, il), . . . , (i,, j,) such that 
Bi i = 0, (BAQ& > 0, the “row block” of (i,, j,) is equal to the “column 
bl%k” of (i,+,,j,‘,,) (l<p<t-1), and the “row block” of (it,&) equals the 
“column block” of (il,il). Since each B, is fully indecomposable, we can find 
a chain of positive entries, say Bi k,, Bk k , Bk k , . , . , Bk, + within the “row 
block” of ($, j,) which links (i,,$) to *(i’ 
placing 0 in the (ii, ii), . . . , (it, it), 
,+,,i:,). Obtain B(B) from B by 
entries of B and alternately adding and 
subtracting 0 from entries within the linking chains starting by subtracting 0 
from the first entry of a linking chain within a block. Then 
per(B(B))=per(B)-&per(A)+ O(e’), 
so per(B(B))<per(B)=per(A) f or sufficiently small 0 >O, and B(B) E F(A). 
This shows that A must be fully indecomposable. Mint [9] and Hedrick [6] 
showed that if B is a minimizing matrix over a,,, then per( B(il j))‘> per(B) 
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whenever I$ =O. Careful examination of either proof reveals that all that is 
needed is that permanental minors of positive elements are equal and that a 
minimizing matrix is fully indecomposable. n 
REMARK. It is possible that uii > 0 yet iEii = 0. For example, let 
I 
l-a 0 
A= 0” b l-b , 1 a>b>O. l-u a-b b 
If a > b in A, we must have per(x(3,3)) = per(x(3,2)), so a(1 -b) = ab, or 
b = k = a, which is a contradiction. Hence a = b. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A l a,, is fully indec~osable and has a column 
(row) with exactly two posit&e entries. Then C(A) is (n - l)-square doubly 
stochastic and fully indecomposable and 
2per(A) > 2per($ =per(C(A)) > per( C(A) ). 
Proof. C(A) is (n-l)- square doubly stochastic by the definition of 
contraction. It is folly indecomposable by Lemma 1. The first and last 
inequalities are immediate from the definition of A. Without loss of general- - 
ity we may assume that column one of A has exactly two positive entries, so 
x A= l-x 
I 1 it 0 B’ 




and the proof is complete. 
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Lemma 2 can sometimes be used to determine bounds for the permanent 
of a nearly decomposable doubly stochastic matrix. Let A EQ” be nearly 
decomposable (n > 4), and suppose we know that every nearly decomposable 
B EL?,,, (m <n) has permanent > l/2”-‘. Let A,, = A, and define 
Ai+i= C(A) for i > 0, provided such a contraction exists at each step, which 
may not occur. By Lemma 2 A,,A,,... are doubly stochastic and fully 
indecomposable and per(A,) > per(A,+,)/2, so per(A) > per(A,)/2’ for T > 1. 
If it can be shown that the sequence A,, A,, . . . eventually hits a nearly 
decomposable matrix, say at A,, then 
1 1 
per(A)> ‘.------- 
2’ 2n-r-1 2”-’ ) 
so the inequality is established by induction for n X n nearly decomposable 
matrices in Q2, too. It is difficult to determine for a general matrix whether 
the sequence eventually hits a nearly decomposable matrix; however, the 
following lemma is sometimes useful for that purpose. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose A E Q2, is fully indecomposable. Let B,= A and 
Bi+, = C(B,). Suppose B, is nearly decomposable. Then the sequence A,= 
A,, Ai+,=C(A,) bt o ained by contracting rows and columns in the same 
or&r as for the sequence { Bi} has A, nearly decomposable. 
Proof. In general X < Y means that yii > 0 implies xii > 0. Then we have 
that A, = C(&) <C(&,) <C(A&= B,. Having shown that Ai <B,, we show 
that Aj+l <Bi+,. We have 
Ai+l= C(A,) <C(&)<C(A,)<C(Bi)=Bi+l. 
Since A, is fully indecomposable and B, is nearly decomposable, it follows 
that A, is nearly decomposable. n 
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of Theorem 6. 
LEMMAS. Suppose A E a,, is fully indecomposable and has the f&m 
a 0 bj Y 
l-a a 0 j 0 0 b l-b:  1 ’ 
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where a > 0, b > 0, and Z is (n -3)-square. Then A has the same form, and 
inx,a=b. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, x is fully indecomposable, so 0 <a,, < 1, 0 <Cis < 
1, i.e._, A has the same form as A. Now per(x(lIl))=a(l- b)per(Z) and 
per(A(113))=(1-a)bper(Z). S ince minors of positive elements are equal in 
K,a(l-b)=(l-a)b,soa=b. I 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a minimal elementary bipartite graph with 2n > 10 
vertices which is not an even cycle. Suppose that every divalent vertex of G 
is adjacent to another divalent vertex. Let c be the number of trees in G’, 
and v2 the number of divalent vertices of G. Then vs is even and v2 > n + c. 
Proof. Let m, denote the number of divalent vertices of G adjacent to 
exactly i 2-edges (i =O, 1,2). The number of vertices of degree i in G’ is mi 
for i = 0, 1,2. By hypothesis m, = m, = 0, and va = m,. Let m3 = 2n - ml. Also, 
va is twice the number of e-edges, so va is even. G ’ is a forest, so the number 
of edges of G’, q, is 2n- c. Hence, 
3(2n-m,)+vz=3m3+v,=3m3+2m,+m, 
or 
< 2q = 2(2n - c), 
or 
2n + 2c < 2v,, 
n+cQv,. H 
THEOREM 6. For 2 <n & 9 the minimum value of the permanent of a 
nearly decomposable A E a,, is l/2”- ‘. 
Proof, The cases n = 2 and n = 3 are easy to check, since such matrices 
have the form xZ, + (1 - X) P,,. If A has 2n positive elements, then A = xl, + 
(1 - x)P,, so per(A) = 1/2”-2. If A has 3n - 3 positive elements, then after 
permutation of rows and columns A has the form 
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where + denotes a positive entry and unspecified entries are 0. (This 
statement follows from [lo, Theorem 21 or [12, Theorem 2.31.) 
It is not difficult to show using Lemma 4 that the minimizing element x 
of 52, for this zero pattern has all positive entries in row 1 and column 1 
equal to l/(n - l), so that 
per(A) = 
(n-2)n-z > 1 
+I)“-’ 2”-’ 
for n > 4. Thus, we may assume that A has more than 2n and less than 
3n - 3 positive entries, so n > 5. 
Suppose that G(A) has a divalent vertex k which is joined to vertices i 
and i each having degree greater than 2. Then C(A) is nearly decomposable, 
so by Lemma 3 and the discussion preceding Lemma 3, the inequality 
follows. 
Thus, we may assume that every divalent vertex of G(A) is adjacent to 
another divalent vertex. If G(A) has a divalent vertex which is adjacent to 
two divalent vertices, then contraction on one of the divalent vertices yields 
a minimal elementary bipartite graph, so the inequality follows from the 
induction hypothesis. 
Thus, we may assume that each divalent vertex is adjacent to exactly one 
divalent vertex, so that the number of rows of A having two positive entries 
(rs) is equal to the number of columns of A having two positive entries. 
Perform a sequence of contractions on A until either a nearly decomposable 
matrix A, is reached or until a matrix B is obtained in which no row or 
column has two positive entries. In the first case, the inequality is estab- 
lished. In the second case, every row and column of B has at least 3 positive 
entries. Since contractions of G(A) cannot increase the number of divalent 
vertices, ra <n - 3. By Lemma 5, 2ra Bn + c, where c > 2. This implies that 
the allowable values for r, (as a function of n and c) are as follows: 
n C rz 
5 2 none 
6 2 none 
7 2 none 
8 2 5 
9 2 or 3 6 
Thus, for n < 7 the inequality holds. We now argue by cases that it holds for 
n=8 and n=9. 
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Case 1. n=8, c=Z, r2=5. Then G(B) is a K,,,, so we can permute the 
rows and columns of A(G) (incidence matrix of G) to get 
A(G)= ‘; ; , [ 1 
where X has a single 1 in each row and Y has a single 1 in each column. 
Each of the last 3 columns of A(G) is nondivalent, so these columns contain 
at least 9 l’s; hence, 2 has at least 4 l’s, and so at most 5 0’s. If Z has less 
than 3 O’s, then G(A) has a 4-cycle, which is not allowed in the bigraph of a 
nearly decomposable matrix. If Z has 3 or 4 O’s, then c = 1. Hence, Z has 
exactly 5 O’s and is either 
In the first case, column one of X has at least one 1, while columns 2 and 3 
each have at least 2 1’s. Since X has 5 l’s, each of columns 6, 7, 8 of A(G) 
has 3 1’s. Similarly, each of rows 6, 7, 8 has 3 1’s. Thus, G(A) is either G, or 
G, (see Fig. 1). The graph G, is contractible to the bigraph of a smaller 
nearly decomposable matrix. In G, the edges (7,9’) and (9,7’) are removable. 
In the second case for Z, we can show as before that columns (rows) 6, 7, 
8 of A(G) each have exactly 3 1’s. This implies that G(A) is Ga. The edges 
(7,9’) and (9,7’) are removable. 
Case 2. n=9, c=2. Again G(B) must be Ka,,, so we can permute rows 
and columns of A(G) to get 
A(G)= ; ; , i 1 
where X has a single 1 in each column and Y has a single 1 in each row. 
Arguing as in case 1, Z has 5 or 6 0’s. Suppose first that Z has 5 0’s. Then Z 
is one of the matrices of case 1. Suppose Z is the first matrix of case 1. The 
possible column sums for columns 7, 8, 9 of A(G) are 4, 3, 3 or 3, 4, 3. If the 
column sums are 4, 3, 3, then G(A) must be either G, or G,. 
G4 is contractible to the bigraph of a smaller nearly decomposable 
matrix, while in G, the edge (7,9’) is removable. The same argument shows 
A(G) cannot have row sums 4, 3,3. If the column sums are 3, 4, 3 (and row 
sums 3, 4, 3), then G(A) is either G, or G,. The graph G, is contractible to a 
smaller nearly decomposable matrix, while the edge (7,9’) is removable in 
G, 
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Now suppose Z is the second matrix of case 1. The column sums of A(G) 
are either 3, 3, 4 or 4, 3, 3 or 3, 4, 3. 
First, suppose that the column sums are 3, 3, 4. Then G(A) is Gs, G,, or 
G,,. In each graph the edge (7,9’) is removable. Thus, the last column 
cannot have 4 1’s. By symmetry, row 7 must have only 3 1’s. 
Next, assume the column sums are 4, 3, 3. Then after permutations and 








0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
where entries of A(G) which are blank are yet to be determined. [The 1 in 
the (7,l) position could also be in either (7,2) or (7,3), but is placed in (7,l) 
without loss of generality.] Then A(G), = 1 or A(G), = 1 or A( G& = 1. In 
each case (7’,9) is removable. This completes the case where Z has 5 0’s. 
There are four cases for Z with 6 0’s. These are: 
Suppose Z is 4. Then each of columns (rows) 7, 8, 9 has exactly 3 1’s. G(A) 
must be G,, or G,,. G,, is contractible to the bigraph of a smaller nearly 
decomposable matrix, while G,, has the removable edge (7,7’). 
Suppose Z is the second matrix above. Then G(A) is either G,, or G,,. 
G,, has removable edges (7,9’) and (8,7’), while G,, is contractible to the 
bigraph of a smaller nearly decomposable matrix. 
Suppose Z is the third matrix above. Then in order for G(A) to contract 
to K,,,, G(A) must be G,,, which has the removable edge (7,9’). 
Suppose Z is the fourth matrix above. Then G(A) is G,,, which has the 
removable edge (S’, 9). This completes the proof. n 
The cases n = 10,ll could probably be settled by a similar case-by-case 
argument. The difficulty for these two values of n is that one would have to 
consider 4 x 4 matrices for Z. The case n = 12 presents a different problem. 
Namely, there is a 12 X 12 nearly decomposable (0,l) matrix for which no 
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sequence of contractions will yield a smaller nearly decomposable matrix. Its 
bigraph is obtained by replacing each edge of K,,, with a path of length 3. 
More generally, take any fully indecomposable (0,l) matrix A with at least 3 
ones in each row and column, and replace each edge of G(A) with a path of 
length 3. The resulting graph corresponds to a nearly decomposable matrix 
which cannot be a contracted to nearly decomposable matrix. The family of 
nearly decomposable matrices which have no contraction to a smaller nearly 
decomposable matrix presents difficulties in obtaining an induction proof of 
a lower bound. 
The author wishes to thank R. A. Bruddi for suggesting this problem and 
J. C. Lagarias for his helpful comments. 
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